PRODUCT
OVERVIEW

NOZZLES
INNOVATIVE
FIRE PROTECTION

concealed low pressure watermist
system ideal for residential areas,
offices, data processing areas, meeting
rooms, hotels, museums, restaurant
seating areas, institutions, schools and
such applications.
The different finishes and optional
painted finishes make the system blend
in with almost any type of surface.

LIFE SAFETY & STRUCTURE PROTECTION

FireK ill™ OH is an automatic,

FireK ill™ OH Automatic Nozzles can
be installed in wet pipe systems using the
wet alarm valve (WAC) or a pre-action
system using the pre-action valve (C-EL-PR).
For frost areas the OH nozzles can be
combined with the OH-DPD unit.
The OH nozzles together with WAC valve are
holding FM Approval in accordance with FM
5560i

FireK ill™ K6 is a low pressure
watermist open nozzle suited for various
applications, typically spaces involving
hydrocarbon firers which can be found in
machinery spaces.

FireK ill™ B1 is a low pressure
watermist open nozzle suited for various
applications in smaller concealed spaces
and local protection.
Both K6 and B1 can be supplied in various
materials such as Brass with NiSN plating,
Stainless steel and titanium. Further they
can be supplied with various threads such
as BSP, BSP-T, NPT and M10.
The K6 and B1 nozzles are normally installed
in dry pipe deluge systems together with the
C-EL valve.

RELIABLE AND ROBUST
FireK ill™ Model WAC Wet Alarm Check

FireK ill™ OH Valves have
successfully been endurance
tested with 1000 operation cycles
and have furthermore been tested
to corrosion tests and other such

valve is a series of robust and reliable
clapper and wafer style alarm check valves.
The WAC Wet Alarm Check valve is able to
detect low values of flow, commonly found
in fine water spray systems and utilizes a
Model AFA Anti False Alarm Unit to reduce
the risk of false alarms as a result of
pressure shocks.

component tests described in CEN/
TS 14972. Further the valves have
been evaluated in accordance to
EN ISO 13849-1 and EN ISO 13849-2 to
find MTTFd (Mean Time To dangerous
Failure) and its was found that the
valves can withstand 150 years
lifetime before first dangerous failure
will occur. The valves are also FM
Approval pending for use in deluge
watermist systems.

VALVES
INNOVATIVE
FIRE PROTECTION

FireK ill™ Model C-EL Electrically
Operated Control Valve is a series of FM
Approved robust and reliable deluge,
angle positioned, pilot controlled valves
created entirely in stainless steel (316L)
and designed for operating in open deluge
systems as a zone valve or a full flooding/
deluge valve.
This valve is capable of functioning under
harsh conditions and designed to be
connected to systems where no corrosion is
allowed.
The Model C-EL Control valve features smaller
external trim than other conventional control
valves, making the valve easy to install and
limits the
end-product costs, and greatly diminishes the
spatial requirements of the control valve.
The C-EL valve together with the K6 nozzles is
holding FM Approval in accordance with FM
5560.

N-PIPES

FireK ill™ N-Pipes are successfully
full scale tested in accordance with
DFL TM 90329-03 with amendments
150225-2, ISO 15371, Chapter 5.3
duct and DFL report no. 120919-1
with test designed accordingly to
CEN/TS 14972 annex B as well as
in accordance with several other
standards and regulations.
The design is robust, reducing the
need of fittings, and the large nozzle
orifices reduce the possibility of
clogging.
The distribution of the watermist
is very fine and even due to the
possibility of small nozzle spacings
without increasing the cost for fittings
and works.

HIGH QUALITY, LOW COSTS

INNOVATIVE
FIRE PROTECTION

The F ire K ill ™ N-Pipes integrate the
low pressure water mist nozzles type
FireK ill™ B1 with thin walled stainless
steel pipes. The design saves cost
on fittings as well as reduces the risk
of getting impurities into the systems
when nozzles are installed since there
are less connections. The N-pipes can
be used in a large range of special
risk applications such as inventories,
conveyors, exhibition halls, lofts/
attics, window/glass protection, rack
protection, tunnels and other such
applications.

The F ire K ill ™ N-Pipe Type 1 and
2V have been designed for a zoned
protection of industrial conveyors. With
the zoned approach, the design lowers
the design and installation time of the
system and makes it fast and easy to
incorporate into existing locations.
Both systems consists of 6 m lengths of
N-Pipe.

The F ire K ill ™ N-Pipe Type 2V system
for biomass storages integrates VID
Fire-Kill low pressure watermist nozzles
type BM-1 with thin walled stainless
steel pipes. The system is designed
for many different applications, such
as large indoor spaces containing
biomass stockpiles.

FireK ill™ heat and flame detectors
offer fast detection possibilities and
reliable activation.
The Model Deflametec can be used
in industrial as well as commercial
applications in all areas where
flame detection is needed. The
Deflametec can furthermore be

The F ire K ill ™ Model DA-1 Detection and
Activation System is a small electrical
panel featuring signal assesment,
24 hour back-up battery unit and a
thermocouple with 5m extension cable.
The Model DA-1 has been designed for
detection of fires in locations containing
high-risk electrical machinery and is
capable of turning off machinery during
fires and to activate necessary fire
protection valves and peripheral units.

used in ATEX areas Zone 2.
The Model DA-1 system has been
designed to be installed in areas
in which early fire detection and
system activation are desired, such
as in production areas and industrial
machinery spaces where highly
valuable machinery is located.

The F ire K ill ™ Model Deflametec is
a series of robust and reliable, simple
to install ultraviolet flame detectors
designed for installation in a large array
of locations. The Model Deflametec
flame detector greatly reduces the
chances of false activations due to its
narrow spectral range, which equals
the light radiated from the oxidation of
carbon found in carbon fires, making
the flame detector insensitive to hot
surfaces as often found in many process
and machinery spaces and capable of
operating outdoors.

DETECTION
INNOVATIVE
FIRE PROTECTION

ONE STEP AHEAD

SPECIALITIES
INNOVATIVE
FIRE PROTECTION

The F ire K ill ™ brand represents high
quality products and innovative
thinking - where others might
give up, we continue our strive to
develop unique and groundbreaking
products for individual and special

ALWAYS A SOLUTION

The F ire K ill ™ Model APS - Atrium is a system
utilizing very small open watermist nozzles
designed specifically for the protection of
atriums and other such large rooms. The
system is a horizontal zoned deluge system
and is designed to blend into the building
structure for esthetic appearance. Each
nozzle can be supplied in any RAL colour
and is no larger than 1cm³. The system can
cover up to 13m from the installation point on
the wall, making it possible to protect most
atriums with wall installed nozzles only.

needs.
We are very proud of our Atrium
System e.g. which covers 26m width
from horizontal installation only
making it the best covering system in
the market.

The F ire K ill ™ Model AU7 has a
unique design making it possible to
install it into the floor or into furniture.

The F ire K ill ™ Model AU7 has been
designed specifically for the fire protection
of large indoor spaces with high ceiling
heights, which contains closely arranged
moderate fire loads. The Model AU7 nozzles
have a unique design making it possible
to install them into the floor or into parts of
the furniture, with the nozzle top plate flush
with the surface. This gives a discrete finish,
and makes the nozzle blend perfectly into
the surroundings. In case of fire the added
water pressure ensures that the nozzle
rises from the nozzle house and distribute
watermist 9m from the nozzle at only 8 bar.
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